We study ℓ 2 Betti numbers, coherence, and virtual fibring of random groups in the few-relator model. In particular, random groups with negative Euler characteristic are coherent, have ℓ 2 homology concentrated in dimension 1, and embed in a virtually free-by-cyclic group with high probability. Similar results are shown with positive probability in the zero Euler characteristic case.
Introduction
A frequent theme in mathematics is the study of 'generic' objects-submanifolds in general position, equations without multiple roots, etc. In the field of group theory the concept of genericity is expressed in the terminology of random groups-generally speaking, by exploring which properties of a finitely presented group with relators of length l become overwhelmingly prevalent as l grows.
Several generic properties of 1-relator groups are known: in [SŠ10] , Sapir andŠpakulová proved that a random 1-relator group with at least 3 generators embeds in an ascending HNN extension of a free group, and hence is residually finite [BS05] and coherent [FH99] . Earlier, Dunfield and Thurston [DT06] had shown that the same is true for 2-generator 1-relator groups with positive probability.
Since then, ground-breaking results in the study of special groups by Wise [Wis04] , Agol [Ago13] and others have greatly increased our understanding of small-cancellation groups, which include random groups with few relators. In particular, residual finiteness is now known to hold for all random few relator groups.
In this paper we aim to push coherence results beyond groups with one relator to random groups of positive deficiency-that is, with more generators than relators. We both incorporate notions and techniques from the Dunfield-Thurston and Sapir-Špakulova papers and use the powerful consequences of specialness. A key additional element in the strategy is the use of ℓ 2 homology, particularly in relation to a virtual fibring condition established by the first author in [Kie19] .
The distinction between groups with two generators and more than two generators seen above persists in this paper as a distinction between groups of deficiency 1 and those with deficiency greater than 1.
Theorem A. For each n 2, a random group G with n generators and deficiency 1 has the following properties:
• b
(2) i (G) = 0 for all i; • G is virtually free-by-cyclic; and
• G is coherent;
with positive asymptotic probability.
The main focus of the article is the first of these conclusions, from which the other two are deduced via Theorem 2.9.
We should remark that in the two-generator one-relator case, this theorem is readily seen to hold with asymptotic probability 1, as noted in Corollary 2.10 below. The ℓ 2 Betti numbers of all 1-relator groups are already known by work of Dicks and Linnell [DL07] .
Theorem B. For each n 3, a random group G with n generators and deficiency d > 1 has the following properties:
(2) 1 (G) = d − 1, and b
(2) i (G) = 0 for all i = 1; • G embeds in a virtually free-by-cyclic group; and
with asymptotic probability 1.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we will review the formal definitions and background material required for the paper. In Section 3 we will introduce the key condition on a few-relator group on which all the other results rely, and show the consequence of these results regarding ℓ 2 Betti numbers. Section 4 gives the construction used to embed the higher deficiency groups into groups of deficiency one. Finally in Section 5 we will build on the results of [SŠ10] to show that our conditions hold with the required probability.
with n generators and m relators. By a standard abuse of nomenclature this is also referred to as a 'random group'.
A property P of groups (with n generators and m relators) holds with asymptotic probability 1 (or with high probability, w.h.p.) if P ( x 1 , . . . , x n | r 1 , . . . , r m has P) → 1 as l → ∞ The property P holds with positive asymptotic probability if lim inf l→∞ P ( x 1 , . . . , x n | r 1 , . . . , r m has P) > 0.
It is easy to see that if P 1 , . . . , P k are finitely many group properties, and each has asymptotic probability 1, then the property that all P i hold simultaneously also has asymptotic probability 1. Similarly, if P 1 , . . . , P k have asymptotic probability 1 and P 0 has positive asymptotic probability, then P 0 , . . . , P k hold simultaneously with positive asymptotic probability.
The deficiency of a finite group presentation x 1 , . . . , x n | r 1 , . . . , r m is the quantity n − m. The deficiency def(G) of a group G is the maximum deficiency of a finite presentation of G. Since there is a clear bound def(G) b 1 (G), and since a random group with n generators and m relators has b 1 (G) = max(n − m, 0) with high probability 1 , a random group with n generators and m n relators has deficiency exactly n − m with high probability. It thus makes sense to speak of 'random groups with deficiency d'.
If G is a group of deficiency n − m, and the presentation complex given by a presentation x 1 , . . . , x n | r 1 , . . . , r m is aspherical, then we have χ(G) = 1 − (n − m) = 1 − def(G). Since presentation complexes of random groups are aspherical with high probability (see Gromov [Gro93] as quoted below), we may also speak of, for example, 'random groups of negative Euler characteristic'.
Many powerful properties of random groups flow from small-cancellation conditions. Definition 2.1. A tuple of cyclically reduced words r 1 , . . . , r m satisfies the small cancellation condition C ′ (λ), for λ > 0, if whenever a reduced word w or its inverse occurs as a cyclic subword both of r i and r j (or more than once in a single r i ), then |w| < λ|r|, where | · | denotes word length.
We abuse terminology by saying that group presentations (and groups) satisfy C ′ (λ) if their tuples of defining relators satisfy C ′ (λ).
We collect below various theorems from which we may deduce properties of random few-relator groups.
Theorem 2.2 (Gromov [Gro93] ). For every λ > 0, a random few-relator group satisfies C ′ (λ) with high probability.
Theorem 2.3 (See [Gro87] , Section 4.7 and [Ol'12], Theorem 13.3). A group satisfying C ′ (1/6) is hyperbolic, has aspherical presentation complex and is torsion-free.
Theorem 2.4 (Wise [Wis04] ). A C ′ (1/6) group acts properly discontinuously and co-compactly on a CAT(0) cube complex.
Theorem 2.5 (Agol [Ago13] ). A hyperbolic group acting properly and cocompactly on a CAT(0) cube complex is virtually special.
Theorem 2.6 (Haglund-Wise [HW08], Agol [Ago08] ). A virtually special group is virtually RFRS.
Theorem 2.7 (Schreve [Sch14] ). A virtually special group satisfies the Atiyah conjecture.
We combine these into one statement for easier reference later.
Theorem 2.8. A C ′ (1/6) group is hyperbolic, 2-dimensional, virtually RFRS and satisfies the Atiyah conjecture. Thus a few-relator random group has these properties with high probability.
The notions of cube complexes, special groups, RFRS, etc. play no role in this paper other than as stepping stones between theorems, and we shall not trouble to define them. The strong Atiyah conjecture is discussed in the next section.
ℓ 2 homology, skew-fields and Novikov rings
A key tool in the proof of Theorem A is the theory of ℓ 2 homology. We give here a brief description of the theory, following Lück [Lüc13] . Given a group G with a classifying space X with finite skeleton in every dimension, we consider the cellular chain complex C • of the universal covering of X. Note that G acts on C • , and hence we may consider the chain complex ℓ 2 (G) ⊗ C • . (Throughout, tensoring takes place over ZG.)
The complex ℓ 2 (G) ⊗ C • is a complex of Hilbert G-modules, which are in particular Hilbert spaces. We compute the homology of the complex, with the caveat that we divide kernels of differentials by the closures of images, in order to have the homology groups carrying Hilbert space structures. In fact, these homology groups are still Hilbert G-modules, and such modules have welldefined von Neumann dimensions, which are non-negative real numbers. The n th ℓ 2 Betti number of G is precisely the von Neumann dimension of the n th homology of the complex
There is a more algebraic way of defining ℓ 2 homology, which avoids the need for having a classifying space X with finite skeleta. Let now G be any discrete group; let X be its classifying space, and let C • be the cellular chain complex of the universal covering of X, as before. Letting N (G) denote the von Neumann algebra of G, we define b
(2) n (G), the n th ℓ 2 Betti number of G, to be the extended von Neumann dimension of H n (N (G) ⊗ C • ), where now homology is taken in the usual way.
In fact, given any CW-complex Y with an action of G we may define its ℓ 2 Betti number to be the extended von Neumann dimension of H n (N (G)⊗C • (Y )) where C • (Y ) denotes the cellular chain complex of Y . If G is torsion free, the Atiyah conjecture is the statement that if Y has finitely many G-orbits of cells in every dimension and the action of G on Y is free, then the ℓ 2 Betti number of Y are all integers. In Lück's book this is referred to as the strong Atiyah conjecture over Q; there is also a version of this conjecture for groups with bounded torsion.
Instead of tensoring ZG chain complexes with N (G), we may as well tensor with the Ore localisation Ore(N (G)) of N (G) (also known as the algebra of operators affiliated to N (G)). One can extend the notion of von Neumann dimension to this setting rather easily, since Ore localisations are flat extensions. Now, since we are only interested in ZG chain complexes, one does not need the entire Ore localisation, but only the rational closure of ZG inside Ore(N (G)); this last object is the Linnell ring, and is denoted by D(G). The key point for us is that Linnell [Lin93] proved that the Atiyah conjecture (for torsion-free groups) is equivalent to D(G) being a skew-field, and the ℓ 2 Betti numbers of Y are in fact D(G) dimensions of the homology groups H n (D(G) ⊗ C • (Y )) (and hence in particular are all integers). This applies to the situation when Y is the universal cover of a classifying space of G, and thus yields
provided that G satisfies the Atiyah conjecture and is torsion free.
Let G be a group with presentation x 1 , . . . , x n | r 1 , . . . , r m and assume that this presentation is C ′ (1/6), so that G is torsion free and satisfies the Atiyah conjecture.
Let X be the associated presentation complex, and let X be the universal cover of X. The cellular chain complex of X over Z takes the form
where B is the right multiplication of a row vector in (ZG) n by the matrix
and A is the right multiplication by the Jacobian matrix
· · · ∂rm ∂xn    whose entries are the Fox derivatives of the r i -see [Fox53] .
As the presentation complex for our C ′ (1/6) presentation is aspherical, the above complex of G-modules provides a free resolution of Z and thus may be used to compute the (co)homology of G. In particular, the chain complex
Our primary concern in Section 3 will be to find conditions ensuring that the map
vanishes. If the group G is 2-dimensional, then once the second ℓ 2 Betti number is known, we may also find-for example, by way of the Euler characteristic [Lüc13, Theorem 1.35]-the value of b
(2)
Theorem 2.9. Let G be a group with a C ′ (1/6) presentation of deficiency 1. If b
(2) 2 (G) = 0 then G is virtually free-by-cyclic and therefore coherent. Proof. By Theorem 2.8, the group G is virtually RFRS and of dimension 2. By the discussion above, we have
We may now apply a theorem of Gersten [Ger96] to see that the kernel is hyperbolic and hence finitely presented. Finally, we may deduce that the fibre is free by [Bie76] . A virtually free-by-cyclic group is coherent by [FH99] .
We end this section by noting that for random groups with 2 generators, the (in)coherence of a group is known with high probability.
Corollary 2.10. With high probability, a 2-generator 1-relator group G is virtually free-by-cyclic.
Proof. By Theorem 2.8, the presentation is C ′ (1/6) with high probability. The ℓ 2 Betti numbers of a torsion-free 2-generator 1-relator group all vanish by [DL07] , and we may now apply the theorem.
Proposition 2.11. Let G be a random group with two generators and m 2 relators. Then with high probability b
(2) 1 (G) = 0 and G is incoherent. Proof. With high probability the presentation complex is aspherical and G is infinite, virtually RFRS, and satisfies the Atiyah conjecture. Consider the chain complex
which computes the ℓ 2 Betti numbers. Since G is infinite we have b
(2) 0 (G) = 0, so D(G)⊗B is surjective and hence ker(D⊗B) has D(G)-dimension 1. But since the presentation complex was aspherical, A is injective and hence D(G) ⊗ A is not the zero map, and its image has dimension at least 1-and must therefore equal ker(D(G) ⊗ B). It follows that b
(2) 1 (G) = 0. By [Kie19, Theorem 5.3] the group G is virtually fibred. However the finitely generated fibre in question cannot be finitely presented-if it were, then by [Bie76] the fibre is free and we find χ(G) = 0, a contradiction. Hence G is incoherent.
Conjecture 2.12. A random group with n generators and m relators has b
with high probability, hence is coherent with high probability if χ(G) 0 and incoherent with high probability if χ(G) > 0.
3 Minimum conditions and ℓ 2 homology 3.1 The minumum condition Definition 3.1. Given a word r on x 1 , . . . , x n , write r along a cycle C r of length l. For a homomorphism φ : F n → Z with φ(r) = 0, consider the induced piecewise affine continuous map φ r :
We will also speak of the vertices and edges of the lower section as being φminimal.
Definition 3.2. Let (r 1 , . . . , r m ) be a tuple of cyclically reduced words over x 1 , . . . , x n (where n > m) and let φ : Z n → Z. The pair ((r 1 , . . . , r m ), φ) satisfies the minimum condition if, possibly after reordering the x i and r i , the following properties hold:
• φ(r i ) = 0 for all i;
• for all i the lower section L φ (r i ) consists either of exactly one vertex, whose two adjacent edges are labelled by x ± i and x ± n , or of exactly one edge, labelled by x ± i , whose adjacent edges are both labelled by x ± n . The pair ((r 1 , . . . , r m ), φ) satisfies the standard minimum condition if, in addition, we have φ(x i ) 0 for all i < n and φ(x n ) < 0. Note that φ(x n ) = 0 is automatically forbidden by the definition.
Finally, we say that (r 1 , . . . , r m ) satisfies a (standard) minimum condition if some φ exists such that ((r 1 , . . . , r m ), φ) satisfies the (standard) minimum condition. φ
x n
x i x n x n x i Figure 1 : Allowed minima of r i with respect to φ in the standard minimum condition. There is no imposition on the orientation of r i in this diagram-that is, the minimum may occur at/near either an x i edge or an x −1 i edge. Nonstandard minimum conditions allow for the reversal of arrows (with respect to φ).
Remark. Suppose ((r 1 , . . . , r m ), φ) satisfies the minimum condition. Then by possibly performing substitutions of the form x i → x −1 i , one obtains a pair ((r ′ 1 , . . . , r ′ m ), φ ′ ) satisfying the standard minimum condition. Since one naturally has an isomorphism of groups
one may always assume that a minimum condition is the standard minimum condition when deducing group-theoretic properties.
The key usage of the minimum condition in this article will be the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose (r 1 , . . . , r m ) satisfies a minimum condition. If the group G = x 1 , . . . , x n | r 1 , . . . , r m satisfies the Atiyah conjecture, and the given presentation complex is aspherical, then b
(2) 2 (G) = 0.
Novikov rings
In the presence of a homomorphism φ : G → Z, with kernel K, and a choice of section s : Z → G, s(1) = t, we may identify the group ring QG with a twisted group ring (QK)Z = (QK)[t, t −1 ] as in [Kie19, Section 2.2] (twisted group rings are usually called crossed products in the literature). For our purposes we may consider this as a 'semi-direct product' of a group ring by a group. Each g ∈ G may be written uniquely as g = k g t φ(g)
for some k g ∈ K. Elements in the group ring QG thus acquire the structure of a polynomial in t and t −1 with coefficients in QK. Addition is the usual addition of polynomials, whereas the ring multiplication is twisted via the formula
The minimum condition of the previous section is chosen with the following property in mind.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that ((r 1 , . . . , r m ), φ) satisfies the standard minimum condition and choose some t ∈ G such that φ(t) = 1. Define
Then
Proof. Recall-for example, from Formula 2.5 in [Fox53] -that the Fox derivative ∂r i /∂x j acquires a term +u for each occurence of x j in r i such that r i = ux j v, and a term −ux −1 j for each occurence of x −1 j in r i where r i = ux −1 j v.
No initial subword of r i evaluates under φ to a value smaller than P i , so that no ∂r i /∂x j has any t p -term for any p < P i . A t Pi -term can only arise from an initial segment u with φ(u) = P i -either where u ends with a letter x −1 j or is followed by a letter x +1 j . By the standard minimum condition, there are either one or two initial segments of r i attaining the minimal φ-value, depending whether the lower section is a vertex or an edge. Note that the standard minimum condition gives one of four cases, depending on whether the lower section is a vertex or an edge, and on the relative orientations of r i and the relevant edge x i at the minimum:
• φ(x i ) > 0, and there is a unique initial segment u = u ′ x n of r i such that φ(u) = P i and r i = u ′ x n x i v.
• φ(x i ) > 0, and there is a unique initial segment
• φ(x i ) = 0, and the are exactly two initial segments u = u ′ x n and ux i of r i such that φ(u) = φ(ux i ) = P i , and r i = u ′ x n x i x −1 n v. • φ(x i ) = 0, and the are exactly two initial segments u
In all four cases, there is precisely one t Pi -term u = k u t Pi = k i t Pi occuring in ∂r i /∂x i , and no t Pi -term in any other ∂r i /∂x j .
Remark. It is worth reconsidering Definition 3.2 in light of this previous result. If our definition of 'minimum condition' had been simply that each relator has a unique φ-minimal vertex, then it could well be the case that r 1 and r 2 have minima of the form r 1 = u 1 x −1 1 x 2 v 1 and r 2 = u 2 x −1 1 x 2 v 2 -so that both ∂r 1 /∂x 1 and ∂r 1 /∂x 2 have t P1 -terms, and both ∂r 2 /∂x 1 and ∂r 2 /∂x 2 have t P2 -terms. As will be seen in the proof of Proposition 3.6, such a circumstance is undesirable.
The special role of x n in Definition 3.2 guarantees that we may invert relators to obtain the standard minimum condition and thus obtain Lemma 3.4.
Elements of the group ring having the special form taken by ∂r i /∂x i in Lemma 3.4 are especially amenable to computation in a certain ring containing QG, the Novikov ring. We give here a simplified statement which is less broad than the most general definiton, but is sufficient for our needs. Proposition 3.8 of [Kie19] gives the equivalence of our statement with the 'true' definition.
Definition 3.5. Let G be a group and let φ : G → Z be a homomorphism with kernel K. The Novikov ring QG φ of G with respect to φ is the ring of formal series ∞ p=P ν p t p for P ∈ Z and ν p ∈ QK. Addition is termwise, and multiplication is given by the linear extension of the twisted convolution formula ( * ).
The Novikov ring is thus the ring of formal power series in (QK)[[t, t −1 ]] which are 'infinite only in the positive direction'-that is, there is some P such that ν p = 0 for all p < P .
Note that every element of
which is a subset of Z bounded from below.
In the following, we will identify a matrix A with the linear map given by right-multiplication by A, namely x → xA.
Proposition 3.6. Let A = (a ij ) be an m × n matrix over QG φ , where m n. Suppose that for every i m we have k i ∈ K and P i ∈ Z such that a ii − k i t Pi and a ij with j = i are supported over Z ∩ [P i + 1, ∞). Then the following statements hold.
(2) When A lies over QG, then A : (QG) m → (QG) n is injective.
(3) When G satisfies the Atiyah conjecture and is torsion free, and A lies over
Proof. Note that in each of the statements it suffices to show that the assertion is satisfied by the square m × m submatrix (a ij ). We may therefore, without loss of generality, assume that m = n. Multiplying each row of A by a unit in QG does not affect its injectivity in any of the three situations. Hence, for each i, we may multiply the i th row by (k i t Pi ) −1 , and hence assume that k i = 1 and P i = 0. We start with (1). Observe that the matrix B = A − I has every entry supported over a subset of the positive integers. Thus, for every k ∈ N the matrix (−B) k has entries supported over subsets of Z ∩ [k, ∞), and therefore the matrix so AC − I is supported over Z ∩ [K, ∞) for every K, and thus vanishes. It is also true that CA = I, for the same reason. We conclude that
To prove (3), we need to note that there exists a skew-field F(G) fitting into the following commutative diagram.
The skew-field was constructed in [FK18, Lemma 5.5], and in this case is simply the Ore localisation of the twisted ring D(K)[t, t −1 ].
The inverse C we constructed lies over QG φ , and hence F(G) ⊗ C (tensored over the Novikov ring) is an inverse of F(G) ⊗ A. Hence, F(G) ⊗ A is injective. This implies that the restriction of F(G) ⊗ A to D(G) m is also injective. But this restriction is precisely D(G) ⊗ A.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. By Remark 3.1 we may assume, without changing the isomorphism type of G, that ((r 1 , . . . , r m ), φ) satisfies the standard minimum condition for some φ : F n → Z. By Lemma 3.4, the Jacobian matrix
has entries satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.6. Therefore
as required.
Embeddings of small cancellation groups
In this section we build injective homomorphisms from high deficiency groups into deficiency 1 groups, which will allow us to pass results about coherence to the high deficiency groups.
Theorem 4.1. Let r 1 , . . . , r m (m ≤ n − 2) be a tuple of relators satisfying a minimum condition. Then there exist cyclically reduced words s 1 , . . . , s m on an alphabet y 1 , . . . , y m+1 such that s 1 , . . . , s m satisfy a minimum condition, and an injection x 1 , . . . , x n | r 1 , . . . , r m ֒→ y 1 , . . . , y m+1 | s 1 , . . . , s m . Suppose in addition the r i satisfy the C ′ (1/(6 + ǫ)) small cancellation condition for some ǫ > 0 and that all r i have length l where l > 12 + 72/ǫ. Then the s i can be chosen to satisfy C ′ (1/6).
The tool we use to produce embeddings is the congruence extension property of small cancellation theory. It is implied by stronger theory in [Ol'95] concerning general hyperbolic groups; see also [Sap11, Theorem 3.5] for a self-contained argument.
Lemma 4.2 (Congruence extension property). Let r 1 , . . . , r m be words in an alphabet x 1 , . . . , x n , and let w 1 , . . . , w n be words in an alphabet y 1 , . . . , y k satisfying C ′ (1/12). Then the map f : x i → w i induces an injective homomorphism x 1 , . . . , x n | r 1 , . . . , r m → y 1 , . . . , y k | f (r 1 ), . . . , f (r m ) .
With the tool in hand, let us return to Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Without loss of generality we may assume that there is a map φ : F n → Z such that ((r 1 , . . . , r m ), φ) satisfies the standard minimum condition. Consider a free group F m+1 on an alphabet y 1 , . . . , y m , y m+1 . For added clarity in the proof we rename y m+1 = z. We now define elements of F m+1 , dependent on a large integer N ≫ max(|φ(x i )|). First we define
Next, we define
Note that if u is a cyclic subword of some w ±1 i of length at least 2N + 3(n − m) + 1, then u must contain a subword zy a j z or z −1 y a j z −1 . The number j together with the sign and magnitude of a diagnose a unique w i which contains u, and the direction in which w i is read. Note further that by inspection the longest repeated subword within any of w i is a subword z ±(N −2) y n−m+1 1 z ±(N −1) repeated within w n .
Hence repeated subwords among the words w i have linear length in N , while the length of each of the words w i is a quadratic polynomial in N . For any 0 < δ1/12 we may therefore choose N large enough so that the words w i are C ′ (δ) and all have length in the range [N 2 (1 − δ), N 2 (1 + δ)].
By Lemma 4.2, we now have the desired embedding
x 1 , . . . , x n | r 1 , . . . , r m y 1 , . . . , y k | f (r 1 ), . . . , f (r m ) .
Consider the map ψ : F m+1 → Z given by z → −1, y i → 0 (i ≤ m). By construction we have ψ(w i ) = φ(x i ) for all i.
The minimum value attained by ψ over initial segments of the word w i , for i < n, is −N (N + 1)/2, attained both by the initial segment ending in z N and the initial segments ending z N y k j (for whichever j and k appear). The minimum value attained along initial segments of w n is −N (N − 1)/2 + φ(x n ), which is −N (N − 1)/2 lower than φ(x n ). Now the relator r i attains its minimal φ-value φ min (i) either at a single vertex, whose adjoining edges are labelled x i and x n or a single edge labelled by
x i whose adjecent edges are labelled by x n . It follows that when we substitute the words w i for x i in the relators r i , the minimal ψ-value of the word f (r i ) so obtained is given by ψ min (i) = φ min (i) − N (N + 1)/2, and this is attained exactly along a single edge labelled by y i , which appears in a segment z N y i z −N . See Figure 2 . Note that this minimum property is retained when f (r i ) is cancelled down to a cyclically reduced word s i . Hence ((s 1 , . . . , s m ), ψ) satisfies the standard minimum condition. Suppose the words r i satisfy the C ′ (1/(6 + ǫ)) small cancellation condition, and let s i be the word obtained from f (r i ) by substituting the small cancellation words w i and cyclically reducing as above. Then |s i | N 2 l(1−3δ). Any (cyclic) subword u of length at least |s i |/6 = N 2 l(1 − 3δ)/6 must therefore contain the images in s i of at least N 2 l(1 − 3δ) 6N 2 (1 + 2δ) − 2 letters of r i . As δ → 0 we have
for the values of l as in the theorem statement. For δ small enough, we find that the C ′ (1/(6 + ǫ)) condition on the r i implies the C ′ (1/6) condition on the s i as desired.
Probability
In this section we will apply methods similar to [DT06] and [SŠ10] to give probabilistic statements concerning the minimum conditions of Section 3.
Proposition 5.1. A random group with n generators and n−1 relators satisfies a minimum condition with positive asymptotic probability.
Proof. For a random tuple of cyclically reduced words r 1 , . . . , r n−1 , with high probability there is a unique map φ : F n ։ Z up to sign such that φ(r i ) = 0 for all i. Let R ′ l be the set of ordered (n − 1)-tuples of relators of length l such that the group defined by these relators has first Betti number 1. Then
Define a function τ :
in the following manner. Let (r 1 , . . . , r n−1 ) ∈ R ′ l and let φ : F n ։ Z be a map such that φ(r i ) = 0 for all i. Let j be the first index such that φ(x j ) = 0. By changing the sign of φ we may assume that φ(x j ) < 0. Note that these properties determine φ uniquely. For an index 1 i n − 1 define
For each relator r i , find the first φ-minimal vertex along C ri , and form a new relator r ′ i by inserting a commutator
= 0 then choose ǫ = +1 unless this causes r ′ i to not be a cyclically reduced word, in which case choose ǫ = −1. Note that in no other circumstance can r ′ i not be cyclically reduced, for a failure of cyclic reduction would imply that we did not insert the commutator at a φ-minimal point.
Note that insertion of commutators does not affect the abelianization of a group, and so the tuple (r ′ 1 , . . . , r ′ n−1 ) ∈ R ′ l+4 determines the same map φ as before.
The lower section L φ (r ′ i ) is now, by construction, either a single vertex following x ǫ i ′ or a single edge labelled by x ǫ i ′ . After relabelling so that x j becomes x n , the pair ((r 1 , . . . , r n−1 ), φ) satisfies the minimum condition.
Note also that the map τ : (r 1 , . . . , r n−1 ) → (r ′ 1 , . . . , r ′ n−1 ) is injective: if (r ′ 1 , . . . , r ′ n−1 ) lies in the image of τ , then taking the unique map φ as specified above we may recover the r i by finding the unique φ-minimal vertex or edge of r ′ i and removing a suitable commutator. Finally let S l denote the set of tuples in R ′ l satisfying a minimum condition,
which concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem A. By Proposition 5.1, a deficiency 1 group presentation is C ′ (1/6) and satisfies a minimum condition with positive probability. By Theorem 3.3 we find b
(2) 2 (G) = 0. Since G is 2-dimensional and of Euler characteristic 0, the other ℓ 2 Betti numbers vanish also. Finally, Theorem 2.9 shows that G is virtually free-by-cyclic and coherent.
This method of adding commutators to produce the minimum condition will also stand us in good stead in the case of presentations of deficiency at least two. Loosely speaking, at this deficiency there will be many essentially different possible maps to Z, and for each of these we can add commutators to produce tuples satisfying a minimum condition.
With high probability, none of the generators x i is killed by the map to the abelianization H 1 (G, Q) of a random group G of deficiency at least 2, whence the set of maps φ : F n → Z with φ(r i ) = 0 for all i and with some φ(x i ) = 0 comprises only a finite union of proper subspaces of H 1 (G, Q). We shall assume this holds henceforth. This is a point of only minor significance, but will allow us, by peturbing maps slightly, to only consider maps not killing any x i -so that lower sections of relators will comprise a union of φ-minimal vertices, and we will not need to worry about edges.
Let the set of valid slopes be
Define an equivalence relation ∼ on by
Observe that the equivalence classes of ∼ are open subsets of H 1 (F n , Q), with the property that if φ ∼ φ ′ then ((r 1 , . . . , r m ), φ) satisfies a minimum condition if and only if ((r 1 , . . . , r m ), φ ′ ) does. Our earlier heuristic statement concerning 'many essentially different possible maps to Z' has the following more precise formulation.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose the number of relators m is strictly less than n − 1. For every K ∈ N and each ǫ > 0, P(|S/∼| < K) < ǫ for all l sufficiently large.
Proof. Let C n be the space of continuous functions f : [0, 1] → R n such that f (0) = 0, equipped with the supremum norm. Let A n,K be the set of functions f ∈ C n such that the convex hull ∆(f ) of the projection of f to the hyperplane orthogonal to f (1) is an (n−1)-dimensional polytope with at most K −1 vertices. Note that f (1) = 0 with Wiener measure 1, so we may ignore the measure zero set where f (1) = 0.
Let T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T l be the non-backtracking random walk in Z n corresponding to the cyclically reduced relator r 1 of length l. Let X l (t) : [0, 1] → R n be the piecewise affine function defined by X l (i/l) = T i / √ l. By [SŠ10, Theorem 3.3], X l (t) converges in distribution to the standard Brownian motion Y (t) on R n .
The other m − 1 relators r 2 , . . . , r m span with high probability an (m − 1)dimensional subspace W l (r 2 , . . . , r m ) of R n . We consider this to be a random variable W l with values in the Grassmannian Gr m−1,n of (m − 1)-planes in R n . Again by [SŠ10, Theorem 3.3] the relators r i converge to independent Brownian motions, which in particular are spherically symmetric; it follows that W l converges in distribution to the uniform distribution U on Gr m−1,n . Since X l and W l are independent, the pair (X l , W l ) converges in distribution to (Y, U ) on C n × Gr m−1,n .
For (f, V ) ∈ C n × Gr m−1,n , we may consider the orthogonal projection π V (f ) ∈ C n−m+1 of f onto the plane 2 V ⊥ orthogonal to V , and ask whether π V (f ) ∈ A n−m+1,K . We desire to show that π W l (X l ) / ∈ A n−m+1,K with high probability: for then there are at least K distinct mapsφ : R n−m+1 → R whose sets ofφ-minimal vertices of ∆(π W l (X l )) are distinct. Composing these with the projections R n → R n−m+1 gives K maps R n → R which, after perturbing them to be defined over Q, witness the desired inequality |S/∼| K.
Since n − m + 1 2, by [SŠ10, Lemma 3.4] we know that A n−m+1,K is closed and has Wiener measure zero. Since the mapping (f,
since the orthogonal projection π V (Y ) of the standard Brownian motion Y is again a standard Brownian motion, and hence is also governed by the Wiener measure.
Letting ν denote the product measure µ Wiener × µ Gr , we deduce
Finally, by the convergence in distribution and Portmanteau's Lemma, we find lim sup l→∞ P (π W l (X l ) ∈ A n−m+1,K ) = lim sup l→∞ P ((X l , W l ) ∈ B) P((Y, U ) ∈ B)) = 0 as l → ∞ as required.
Proposition 5.3. A random group with n 3 generators and m < n − 1 relators satisfies a minimum condition with high probability.
Proof. Let R ′ l be the set of m-tuples of cyclically reduced relators r 1 , . . . , r m of length l such that no x i vanishes in the abelianisation of the group G = x 1 , . . . , x n | r 1 , . . . , r m .
As remarked previously, |R ′ l | ∼ |R l | so that a relator lies in R ′ l with high probability. Let B l be the set of tuples (r 1 , . . . , r m ) ∈ R ′ l such that ((r 1 , . . . , r m ), φ) does not satisfy the minimum condition for any valid slope φ ∈ S(r 1 , . . . , r m ). Let K > 0 and let U l,K be the set of tuples in B l such that |S/∼| K.
We construct K injections τ 1 , . . . , τ K : U l,K → R ′ l+4 with disjoint images in the following way. Fix for all time some arbitrary well-ordering on H 1 (F n , Z).
For (r 1 , . . . , r m ) ∈ U l,K let φ 1 , . . . , φ K be the first K elements of S representing different ∼-classes. For each i and j find the first φ j -minimal vertex of r i and insert at this point the commutator x −sign(φj (xn)) n x −sign(φj (xi)) i
x sign(φj (xn)) n x sign(φj (xi)) i to form a new word τ j (r i ). Note that the φ j -minimality of the insertion point implies that τ j (r i ) is cyclically reduced. Insertion of commutators does not affect the abelianization, so the set S is unchanged (though the equivalence relation ∼ will be altered).
We claim that the maps τ j : U l,K → R ′ l+4 , (r 1 , . . . , r m ) → (τ j (r 1 ), . . . , τ j (r m )) are injective and have disjoint images, whence |R ′ l+4 | K|U l,K |. Observe that the relator τ j (r i ) posesses a unique φ j -minimal vertex at the midpoint of the added commutator. Furthermore, if τ j (r i ) has a unique ψ-minimal vertex v for any ψ ∈ S, then since r i ∈ B l the vertex v must be one of the three 'new' vertices created by the addition of the commutator-and only one of these has the property that the four closest edges form a commutator. Hence there is a unique way to recover the relator r i from τ j (r i ).
Finally take arbitrary K ∈ N and ǫ > 0. For l sufficiently large (depending on K and ǫ), Lemma 5.2 applies and we may estimate:
Hence the probability that a tuple lies in B l becomes less than any prescribed positive value. It follows that with high probability a tuple of relators lies in the complement of B l -and thus satisfies a minimum condition.
It only remains to assemble our various ingredients into the headline theorem.
Proof of Theorem B. By Proposition 5.3, the random group satisfies a minimum condition. By Theorem 2.2, it is C ′ (1/7) with high probability, whence by Theorem 2.8 it is two-dimensional and satisfies the Atiyah conjecture. Theorem 3.3 now implies that b
(2) 2 (G) = 0; the value b
(2) 1 (G) = d follows from the Euler characteristic.
Furthermore, by Theorem 4.1 the group G embeds into a C ′ (1/6), deficiency 1 group H satisfying a minimum condition. By Theorems 2.9 and Theorem 3.3 we find that H is virtually free-by-cyclic. Coherence of G is inherited from H.
